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ABSTRACT 

An outbreak of corona virus caused by a novel virus called SARS-CoV-2 occurred at the end of 2019. The 

unexpected outbreak and global spread of COVID19 indicate, the current global healthcare have limitations in 

addressing the crises for public safety. In this paper, we have studied to secure the COVID-19 patients’ data. Data 
security and Storage Management becomes the most promising task in it, to manage it we use cloud computing. This 

leads to the unanswered questions related to the data security over the cloud data centres. The Proposed research work 

aims to protect the COVID-19 patient data, by  cloud computing and  implementing the new approach using blockchain 

technology. a novel secure Online/offline Decentralized Attribute Based Encryption for cloud. The proposed scheme 

reduces the online computation burden for data owners by completing the preprocessing computation as much as 

during the offline phase. The proposed scheme eliminates a major of computation overhead on user side by migrating 

the partial decryption computation to the cloud servers. The secure hash blocks are generated and which is  maintained 

by the cloud storage devices to enhance the data security on the cloud. The block chains allow the user to trace 

malicious data access and modifications. 

Keywords: cloud computing, attribute based encryption, online/offline, COVID19, Blockchain; 
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1 COVID-19 coronavirus disease of 2019 

2 WHO World Health Organization 

3 SARS Severe acute respiratory syndrome 

4 MERS  Middle East respiratory syndrome  

5 SaaS Software as a Service 

6 PaaS Platform as a Service 

7 IaaS . Infrastructure as a Service 

8 ABE Attribute Based Encryption 

9 KP-ABE Key-policy attribute-based encryption 

10 CP-ABE Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption 

11 BC Blockchian 

12 PoW Proof-of-Work 

13 PK Public Key 

14 DO Data Owner 

15 CSP Cloud Service Provider 
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16 DU Data Users 

17 GID Global Identification Number 

18 AA Attribute Authorities 

19 PS Proxy Server 

20 SHA256 Secure Hash Algorithm-256 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1  Introduction   

Corona virus disease has became a pandemic causing death toll around 3 lakhs and severe economic and 

political vaccum in major countries around the world [1]. The world is facing one of its most horrible crises regarding 

public health due to COVID-19, which was first identified in China in late December 2019 [1]. Infection of this virus 

is no longer limited to Wuhan. By January 2020 nine cases of COVID-19 infection have been stated in Thailand, Japan, 

Korea, USA, Vietnam, and Singapore through air travel is likely [2][3]. It has spread to almost all parts of the globe 

with major impacts on health and the economy. The WHO has warned that the COVID-19 pandemic is deteriorating 

worldwide [4] [5] [6] [7]. An important source for infecting this virus is asymptomatic carriers, With fewer research 

done on pandemic since SARS to COVID symptoms has been common such as fever, cough, sneezing etc. The 

infection rate of COVID-19 looks to be greater than that for the seasonal flu and MERS, with the kind of possible 

estimates covering the infection rates of SARS and Ebola.  the healthcare industry quickly moved to improve its secure 

data sharing practices to improve research efforts and treatment development. For securely storing the data we choose 

could storage device. 

Cloud Computing is an internet – based connection of server .It is used to store, manage and process data. 

The essential task for cloud computing is to compute the following: CPU, memory, storage, and network connectivity 

in cloud computing. The three types of services commonly offered by Cloud computing are [2] : 1. SaaS: SaaS 

applications are designed for end-users, delivered over the web. 2. PaaS: PaaS is the set of tools and services designed 

to make coding and deploying those applications quick and efficient 3 (IaaS): IaaS is the hardware and software that 

powers it all – servers, storage, networks, operating systems. The study inculpating data must address security and 

privacy issues especially when delicate data is being handled.  

In cloud computing, the data centres maintain the data storage devices which stores the data collected from 

the multiple user groups. The data stored on the cloud storage space maintains the high-level confidentiality of the 

data among the users. Still there exist malicious data access and modification among the genuine users. The lack of 

data access and modification details on the shared data leads to the inconsistent state among the group users. The lack 

of data access and modification details on the shared data leads to the inconsistent state among the group users. The 

requirement of group approved modification and shared data access services on the cloud storage model. All the group 

members part of this shared storage device should agree this data modification and access process ensure the 

confidentiality of the data.  

The Block chain Technology is the one of the recent advancement in the field of data security. The technology 

makes use the strength of hash function and its unique values. The technology also allows the user to secure the data 

within the secure blocks. The attack over this shared medium can be monitored and traced using the block of chains. 

This chain connects number of computing node within in the community cloud network. The addition and deletion 

over this cloud networks should get the approval from other group users. It is impossible to regenerate the same hash 

value for the attackers. 

The implementation of blockchain-based technology in the governments and healthcare industries will 

possibly improve the management of information protection and distribute health data while preserving data privacy 

and security [5]. Inherently we refer to the blockchain as a strategy of "decentralization." method, which means that 

information is stored not only on single server but an exchanged between many interconnected servers and stores 

shared data. 

 

 



1.1  Objectives  

This research aims to securely save the data of covid persistent securely in cloud using block chain 

technology. The significant contributions of this study are:   

Migrate large number of encryption computation to the offline phase thereby reduce the computation 

overhead of data owner. 

 Complex decryption computation are delegated to proxy and reduce the overhead of data user.  

 Hash function is used to validate the ciphertext before the partial decryption. 

 Sharing of data. 

 Revocation key is generated in offline.  

 Priority based revocation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2  Literature Review  

ABE introduced by Sahai and Waters [1], enables senders to encrypt a message such that only receivers that 

satisfy certain criteria can decrypt. There are mainly two types of attribute-based encryption schemes KP-ABE and 

CP-ABE. In KP-ABE, users' secret keys are generated based on an access tree. Access tree defines the privileges scope 

of the concerned user. Data are encrypted over a set of attributes.  CP-ABE uses access trees to encrypt data. The users' 

secret keys are generated over a set of attributes. By comparing these two method Since focus on computation overhead 

CP-ABE is suitable. 

In most ABE schemes, decryption keys are issued by a single central authority capable of verifying all the 

attributes/credentials issued for each user. Chase [2] first provided a multi-authority ABE scheme. In their basic 

scheme, each authority controls a set of attributes and decryption is possible only by a user who possesses at least a 

pre-specified number of attributes from each authority. Later, Chase and Chow [3], improved Chase’s schemes in 
terms of security of encryption and user privacy. 

Lewko and Waters’ scheme [4] user can encrypt using any Boolean formula over attributes. Both Chase [8] 
and Lewko and Waters [4] use the concept of global identifier to replace the central authority. The global identifier 

links decryption keys issued to a user by different authorities. A number of schemes have since been proposed on 

privacy preserving multi-authority ABE. The efficient easy-ACCESS scheme [10] provides the advantages of shorter 

decryption keys, lower computation cost through delegation of decryption to a decryption service provider. 

The idea of online/offline cryptographic algorithms was introduced by Even et al. [12] for digital signatures. 

This notion is applicable in a scenario where a resource-constrained device is required to perform cryptographic 

computations. Slower pre-computations are done during the offline phase so that faster, lighter and fewer computations 

need to be completed during the online phase. Pre-computations can be done while the device is being charged or not 

being otherwise used or can even be offloaded to more powerful devices. Guo et al. [11] proposed the first online-

offline encryption scheme. 

A new attempt to reduce the user’s decryption overhead was made by Green et al. [12] with the help of 

outsourced computations. The user needs to provide a single transformation key to enable the cloud server to translate 

any ciphertext to a constant-sized El Gamal type ciphertext without the cloud knowing anything about the plaintext. 

He can then perform one simple exponentiation on the transformed ciphertext to obtain the plaintext. It was later 

shown in [13], that Green et al’s method of outsourced decryption does not guarantee verifiability. A verifiable 
outsourced decryption scheme was proposed in [13] where the user can check efficiently whether the transformation 

was performed correctly. Balani and Ruj’s scheme [15] enable partial outsourcing of decryption to a proxy server, 
ensuring the irrecoverability of plaintext by the proxy server. 

User attributes are subject to periodic changes due to change in the work environment, location etc. [14]. That 

is, a user who was previously granted access to data may no longer qualify for the access. Unless previously allotted 

keys are updated and the user is revoked, the user may continue to access the data in spite of a change in his attributes. 

So, user revocation is a necessary and useful property for ABE schemes. 

The encryption, revocation key generation and decryption phases are usually very costly and resource 

constrained devices are not suitable for performing such operations fast enough. The users can upload and download 

the data from cloud by incurring very little cost. As a solution to the costly encryption problem, divide the encryption 

phase into an offline phase and an online phase, such that, most of the costly operations are performed offline when 

the user does not immediately expect the encryption to be completed, the device is charging or otherwise not in use. 

The online phase has little computations so that users can get on with their work without the device’s performance 
being affected in any respect. Costly decryption operations performed by data users are migrate to proxy server. 



The proxy server, using a transformed decryption key, partially decrypts the ciphertext. The partial decryption 

process does not reveal any information to the malicious proxy server. Then, the data user needs to perform only a few 

simple operations to derive the final plaintext from the partially decrypted ciphertext. Similarly, revocation keys can 

be generated offline, with a few computations in the online phase for key transformation before they are given to the 

proxy server. 

The adoption of blockchain on the cloud computing environment, upgrade the convenient cloud service to 

provide stronger security. The survey shows that majority of the research work focus on the improvement of 

blockchain from privacy and security perspectives. The survey helps the upcoming researcher can able to understand 

the security aspects related to the blockchain technology [5]. 

 User anonymity can be ensured by blockchain method is used when saving the user information. Secure 

electronic wallet developed using the blockchain to minimize the issues related to the secure transactions. The 

improved security on the cloud based transaction established using this blockchain[6]. 

The BC not only used for implementing crypto currencies also it is used on PoW. BC uses a changeable PK 

to record the users’ identity. Which provides an extra layer of privacy[7] to data . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3. Proposed Scheme 

3.1 Problem Statement  

To enhance the computation efficiency, the notation of ABE emerges, where complex computations were 

migrated to proxy to reduce the computation burden for users.  To reduce the computation to  encryption phase will 

divide the encryption to online and offline phase. 

3.2 Proposed Statement  

To enhance the security of the existing system Introducing this system to  block chain technology. Combining 

the block chain and cloud computing will ensure the integrity and security of existing system. Also providing an 

hashing to ensure the integrity. 

3.3 Architecture  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-3 Architecture 
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4 Methodology  

Data Owner: DO is an entity that owns data and uploads it to cloud storage after encrypting it. Data owners do not 

want the CSP to learn anything about their data and allows access to the data users whose attributes satisfy a given 

policy. Data owners may need to use resource-constrained devices to perform encryption on their data. All devices 

used by DO are assumed trusted. 

Cloud Service Provider: Provides storage facilities for data belonging to data owners. The CSP is honest-but-curious. 

The CSP can try to find out information from the data stored in it but does not modified or deletes data.  

Data Users: DU want to access data outsourced by the DO to the CSP. They can access this data if they satisfy a given 

policy. They must collect decryption keys corresponding to their attributes from Attribute Authorities. Data users are 

untrusted and may try to access data to which they are not authorized. They may also collude. Each data user has a 

GID, such as social security number or passport number that they have to submit to the attribute authorities in order 

to obtain the decryption keys. All devices used by DU for decryption are assumed trusted.  

Attribute Authorities: There are more than one AA controlling different user attributes and generate the public key 

and decryption key corresponding to these attributes. Data users obtain their attributes and corresponding decryption 

keys from relevant attribute authorities on submitting their GID. For example, the Motor Vehicle’s department may 

be an AA that certifies that a certain data user can drive. Similarly, a university may certify a data user to be a student 

of that university. Some AAs may be corrupted.  

 Proxy server: PS performs partial decryption of the encrypted cipher text. This helps in decreasing the decryption 

load on data user’s devices without the proxy server knowing anything about the encrypted data. The proxy server 

may try to learn as much information as possible from the ciphertext but does not affect the correctness of the 

transformation. It can be either a part of the cloud server or a separate entity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5 Results & Discussions  

This encourages COVID-19 tested patients in full control over the data's privacy and sharing medical histories 

with consultants, hospitals, research institutions, and other stakeholders openly and securely. 

5.1 Performance analysis  

 

       No of Attributes    

Figure 5.1 offline encryption time V/S number of attributes 
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Figure 5.2 online encryption time V/S number of attributes 
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No of Attributes  

Figure 5.3 decryption time V/S number of attribute
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6 Conclusion  

In this paper, we consider blockchain technology's possible applications to globally identify 

infected or tested patients by a patient's unique identification. This proposed framework provides a 

health passport to COVID-19 tested patients. Its data refuse to modifications due to the nature of the 

blockchain data security.  We aiming at addressing the issues of the computation efficiency and the 

weak security for resource constrained devices in cloud computing. To improve that we combined the 

cloud with block chain also Propose an Online/Offline Decentralized Attribute Based Encryption and 

SHA256 hashing. Proposed scheme minimizes the online computation for both encryption and 

decryption phases on owner side and user side. Moreover, the proposed scheme allows the proxy to 

validate the cipher texts before the partial decryption phase. In revocation phase saving a lot of 

computation overhead by aggregating data re-encryption. Revocation keys can be generated offline, 

with a few computations in the online phase for key transformation before they are given to the proxy 

server. Also Priority based revocation is possible. 

In proposed system a priority based revocation is defined. Priority of data for each module 

will be different, so in future, the priority are defined over the data based for each module and revocation 

is done based on that. 
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